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SThis report presents a summary of a study which was conducted in an

attempt to determine sources of rate error and to facilitate design of

more accurate detached lever escapements..- The work was performed

primarily during the summer months from 1964 t*b 1968 under the sponsorship

of Harry Diamond Laboratories.

Unfortunately, the historical development of the detached lever

escapement has procceded almost exclusively along artistic lines with

very little analytical guidance being provided. The objectives of this

contract, broadly stated, were to derive general design equations that

could be used with a computer to optimize the kinematics and dynamics of

any detached lever escapement.

The publication of this report does not conclude the present study.

Further modification of the basic model is planned as outlined in section

9. Preliminary investigations are already being conducted on an "out-

oft-beat" escapement. The results of any further work will be presented

in a subsequent report.

Each of the computer programs discussed in this report was written for

Virginia Military Institute's IBM-1620 computer. This installation is

equipped with a Fortran II-D compiler with Monitor I, and two 1311 disk

drive units. Its total storage capacity is 40 K. Although actual program

listings are not included herein, they are available upon request from the

author.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the contributions of personnel at

H&M Diamond laboratories who assisted in various ways dudig the course

of study. Mr. David S. Bettwy was responsible for the Initiation of this
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work and guided it through its early stages. Mr. William E. Ryan worked

on the basic model geometry and checked most of the results. He first

recognized the basic assymetric nature of the motion of the detached lever

escapement. Mr. David Haley provided valuable assistance for the latter

stages of the program. Above all, the contributions of Mr. David L.

Overman, Technical Assistant on the contract for HDL, were truly outstanding.

He provided all of the experimental measurements on the T5EI escapement.

His consultation and advice throughout the course of study were an

imneasurable aid. He also read the manuscript and provided many helpful

cotmments.

In addition to these, other contributors were Dr. Edward F. Turner,Jr.,

Professor of Physics at Washington and Lee University, who helped formulate

the basic model geometry; and Miss Dorothy Drawbond who displayed much

patience and rendered superb service as typist.
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An analytical model of the detached lever escapement has been

developed in an attempt to determine sources of rate error and to

facilitate design of more accurate timers. The objectives of the

investigation are general design equations that can be used to

attain an escapement design which is less torque sensitive.

The model is analyzed both energetically and by approximate

solution of the differential equations of motion. Predictions of the

model, primarily the torque-amplitude relationship and beat rate

error, are compared with experimental data from an actual escapement

mechanism. The correlation between the theoretical and experimental

performance of the escapement is used to indicate where further

modification of the model is required.

. Mathematical analysis of the model shows the relative importance

of various energ loss mechanisms considered. The radial thrust

applied to the balance staff by the hairspring is shown to be one of

the major lose mechanisms. Other analysis shows that the portion of

the cycle when the balance and lever are in free motion between the

end of unlocking and the beginning of impulse, the "catch-up" portion

of the cycle, plays a decisive role in the properties of the escapement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In adapting the detached lever escapement to use in ordnance timing

mechanisms, personnel at the Harry Diamond Laboratories discovered that

the high accuracy traditionally realized in watches and clocks using this

escapement could not be maintained.

Some of the causes believed responsible for the degradation in

accuracy were as follows:

a. elimination of costly jewelled bearings,

b. strengthening of fragile, small diameter pivots,

c. loosening of tolerances to decrease cost,

d. increased variations in input torques =nd output loads

resulting from ordnance applications,

e. increased escapement frequency necessary for high resolution

in short timing intervals,

f. operation over wide temperature extremes and after prolonged

weposure to shock and vibration.

T,t. gross effect of all theae factors is to produce greater variations

in the effective impulse delivered to the oscillating balance assembly.
.Because variations in friction and in the impulse can never be eliminated,

the most desirable (accurate over aU ccditions) escapement Is one

having the least variation in frequency with changes in the effective

impulse. An escapement which shove a large variation in timaekeepiAg

properties as the input torque -s varied is said to be torque sensitive.

Thus, the qualitr of a given escapsment design can be assessed b deter-

mining its degree of torque sensitivity.,

,I
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It is suspected that the geometry and inertia of an escapement's

components, including their method of interaction, are the parameters

which govern the magnitude and shape of its torque sensitivity charac-

teristic. If these parameters could be changed toý obtain a flat charac-

teristic (no torque sensitivity) then it would be possible to achieve

much more accurate timing movements with essentially no increase in ,cost.*

In order to bypass much of the costly empirica.. approach to improve-

ment pursued in the past, a mathematical approach tG achieving a less

torque sensitive geometry was proposed. A mathematical model of- the

escapement allows more efficient investigation of parameter variations

and the resulting performance changes. A program of this type has been

conducted by Shinkle2 on the two-center, cylinder-type escapement and

has produced highly valuable results. Shinkle has also done a noteworthy

but less detailed analysis of the detached lever escapemený which does

not treat the detailed geometry and interactions of the escapement

components. Another recent analysis4 also neglects this area of concern.

The investigation covered by this report was begun during the summer

of 1964 under Contract No. DA-49-186-AMC-176(D) with the Harry Diamond

Laboratories. The major objective of the program is to provide design

information which will lead to the minimization of an escapement's torque

sensitivity. The initial objective is the development of a mathematical

model of the T5E1 pin lever escapement and the validation of the model

*An alternate approach to the torque sensitivity problem is to devise a
mechanism which delivers a constant impulse regardless of the input torque.
Such a device is not considered in this study because of the cost and
complexity it would add to the escapement.



through comparison of theoretical and experimental performance results.

This report describes the progress made in these areas to date and

recommends further action leading to their completion.

Geometry of the 25 Hz pin lever escapement used in the TSEl timing

movement was chosen as a starting point for the analysis because this

timer had demonstrated a very low torque sensitivity in tests. The basic

approach is the derivation of the differential equations governing the

motion of the escapement system and the solution of these equations under

steady-state operation* to yield values of the period of oscillation for

given input torques. The equations include most of the essential geometric

and dynamic design parameters such as shapes, center distances and inertias

of the parts. Energy loss mechanisms which are influenced by the input

torque, collision processes, and escape wheel lag are also considered.

Operating parameters which were neglected because of certain assumptions

will be discussed later.

*Steady-state operation is 'defined by a constant amplitude of oscillation
for a given torque applied to the escape wheel.

Si1
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2. DSMRPTC OF KSVAU4D OPZPATI(1

Before the escapement model can be defined, a graphical description

of the essential parts and of the escapement action of a typical detached

lever mechanim must be presented.

Baaic nomenclature and geometry are shown for the 50 bps, T5El pin

lever escapement in Figure 1. The mechanism has three main components:

the balance and hairspring (hairspring not shown), the lever and pallets,

and the escape wheel. The balance and hairspring form an oscillator

which establishes the basic frequency of the system. The escape wheel

serves as an intermediary between the balance and the escape wheel shaft

whose speed of rotation is to be controlled by the escapement. The

function of the lever and pallets is to serve as a two-way torque and

information linkage between the balance and the escape wheel.

The sequence of events during the forward half-cycle (escape wheel

acts an entrance pallet pin) is depicted in a schematic fashion in Figure 2.

Each of the pallet pins and the impulse pin are shown as points; the

balance and lever fork details have been omitted for clarity in illustration.

The angular displacements of the balance, lever, and escape wheel at

each stage of the motion are specified by 0,, p, and €, respectively.

These angles are measured from reference lines drawn between centers of

the balance and lever, and the lever and escape wheel as shown.

The action sequence is as follows. As the iimulse pin, which is

rigid37 attaohed to the osoillatlng balance, starts its downward travel

from mLa amplitude O (Figure 24a) the lever is held in just the right

position for the impulse pin to miss the first tang of the lever fork but

to engage the seon•id. The lever is restrained during this downward travel

.......
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of the balance by the counterclockwise torque applied to the escape wheel;

the lever, in turn, Locks the escape wheel preventing its rotation.

Unlocking begins when the impulse pin strikes the lever tang (Figure 2b).

The balance and impulse pin drive the lever counterclockwise, which in

turn causes the entrance pallet pin to move out along the locking face of

the escape wheel tooth. Because of the geometrical interaction between

the escape wheel tooth and the pallet pin and lever, the escape wheel is

caused to move slightly during the unlocking phase of the motion.

At the instant of unlock (Figure 2c), the balance and lever have a

finite velocity while the escape wheel has essentially zero velocity. The

balance and lever will thus "run away" from the escape wheel and there will

be a time lag before the beginning of impulse. During this time lag the

escape wheel is accelerated counterclockwise by th4 applied torque suffi-

ciently to catch up with the pallet (Figure 2d).

With the escape wheel now rotating and the entrance pallet pin in

zontact with the live face of the escape wheel tooth, an Impulse is delivered

by the escape wheel to the balance through the lever and impulse pin until

the mnd of the impulse face on the escape wheel tooth is reached (Figure 2e).

This lapul.e suppies eneru to the balance to mintain its motion.

After the escape wheel rotates through a wa additional dpla emt,

it is locked by the exit pallet pin an the locking face of another escape

wheel tooth. The balance, measnhile, has been rotating freely toward the

top of it swin. Its position at the stAnt o relocking the esape

wheel is indetervinate from Seoetrical considerations alone and is ths

not shom In Figure 2.
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As soon as the balance reaches its maximum amplitude (Figure 2f)

the reverse half-cycle begins and t'Ve entire sequence of events is

repeated with the escape wheel acting on the exit pallet pin.

The motion of the escapement has been broken up into twelve phases;

the limits used to delineate each of the phases are defined in Table 1.

A basic asymmetry is introduced into the motion of the escapement because

of the requirement that the escape wheel rotate in the same sense in each

half-cycle. This produces an asymmetrical interaction between the

escape wheel tooth and the pallet lever andu, as a result, the forward and

reverse half-cycles are not identical. Anaysis of an entire cycle of

operation of the escapement is therefcre required.

4
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TABLE 1

PHASE ND-PODS USE TO DEFOTE T DEMTIOC OF M FZCWI

Banlce Wheel kd-poifta of pbaues
DMaplacemet of the motio-

maxiwm amp~ltude; saxtaI

begin unlocking

P3  "catchup" . e begins•-.

04 endof Impulse

eswape wheel looked i
06zmdua amplitudes;( .)
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In order to define the model escapement a detailed description of

the three main components and their pertinent dimensions is necessary.

Relations Betweem Basic DimensiOns

Dimensios R 2, R V, R0, N, and Q, and angles I and 0, an used to

define the geometz7 of the escape wheel ard teeth, are shown in Figure 3.

L, Q, and n are related to the basic dimensims R1 , R2 , and Vby

Q a R (3.2)

A S 4 (Ra Anr/R~ (3.3)

The radius Re defines the depth of locking engagement of the pilet

Figure 3 also shows the dimensions A, B, Rpp, Rp. and the angle P

used to describe the size and location of the pallet pins with respect

to the lever staff. R% and P we related to the drawing dimensions

A and B by

The separtion between the A&ver staff and escape wheel staff, Sj

Ute sqetion betwein the l.ever stff and balamce staff, D, and the
redu, of the ime s pin from the balance axs,, PT, ane the cnly other

diAmnsions pertinent to this anaisis.

Note that the fillets and rounds which would be found on aW actual

ape e a6el haw been neaeOte. It is assumd for the npw ss of

- ' .. ..
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this study that all of these dimensions are invariant for a given design.

That is, there are no clearences in the pivots and the tolerance on every

dimewsion is sero.

An "effective" geometry is defined using the following additional

assiaptious: (a) the pallot and impulse pins are treated as points; i.e.,

the pins are reduced to sero diameter; (b) there is no draw angle on the

escape wheel tooth, that is, the unlocking face of the tooth lies on a

radius; (c) the presence of a fork on the lever is neglected so that the

Impulse pin (point) ma be considered as "striking" the lever when it

reaches the centerline of the lever body; (W) the unlocking pha-e of the

motion ends at p -0; and (e) the angles I and P and the dimensions

S, D, and are basic and wM not be alters4.

In ord to reduce the pelle pin diameter to zero (i.e., Pm -)*

and still have the motion of the escapement alosely approximate that of

the actual ahaniwam it Is necessary to s~lhtly alter a nmber of the

actual Socastricel diasions of the pellet Wa eampe wheel. This new

geamuUt la determinod as follows.

Thn effeotive radius of the pellet pin (point) froe the lever staff,

Is, detexmined frola the eqimntthat e chsapg by fradians In

subh ha l-ccle, where I Is the number of teeth an the escave woeel.

76m," 40and Sdepit the estricel situation between

4aointis the %ffeotive" value of R; I S the "effective Value

IP
Sul
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beginning of' unlocking for the reverse half-cycle.)
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the escape wheel and lever as it exists at the instant unl.king begins

in the forward and reverse half-cycles, respective3y. Frzm these figures

the following equations can be writte.*

flU (3.6)

_-I- V 6 ÷(3-.7)

Here n is the number of teeth spanned by the pallet pins. (For the T5El

escapement used fo- this analysis, n is three as shown in Figure 3.) But

a basic requirement when treating the pallet pins a. points P.nd assuming

R equal for both pins is that
p

a X (3.9)
N

"Combcning equations (3.6) through (3.9) tc obtain

(3.10)

Then from the law of cosines, the effective value of R is given b5

R R =-V xR 2S U OI (3.11)

where R is defined as
ee

Ron Rg+ Rpp(3.12)

The effective value of R is detc.rmined using the All" condition

*Later in this report (see section 5), values of e measured in the counter-

clockwise sense from reference line S are regarded as negative angles.
Equations (3.7) and(3.9) have been written in a manner consistent with this
designation; i.e., % .Co I1
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that unlocking ends at 2 0 for both the forward and reverse half-cycles.

PIf 02 = 0, then P2 and the line Joining the escape wheel and lever

staffs must bisect the lever angle P at the end of unlocking as shown in

Figure 6. From the law of cosines, Rle is then found to be

Ra u-,R+iSam2PR Sca~l) (3.13)

The effective value of R2 is determined from the assuintion that as

one pallet pin leaves the escape wheel tooth impulse face at the end of

impulse, the other pin strikes the root of the escape wheel as shown in

Figure 7. From Figure 7 and the law of .osines

R'R rc2 +5 ' (314)

but C cos(P- • OS € PCO +$inPsin (3.15)

By the law of sines

,v,54 (3.16)

and from the figurewe I a ýf (3.17)

Substituting (3.16) and (3.17) in (3.l)

coa- tm (W.IPC*$ S itPsi t i) (3.18)

Thsn, using the idenity for cor (P+I) and substltuting in (3.14)

Rf+,[ s .P (3.19)

where *is defined Or equation (3.10).

4
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Using the above results in equations (3.1, (3.2), and (3.3)

W, a R,, c (3-20

,Q, R*,uini (3.21)

An- s;-"(.ims;nr) (3.22)

A comparison of the effective geometry as determined by the procedure

Just outlined and the original geometry of a TSE1 escapemnt is presented

in Table 2. bccept for Rp,, the percentage change in t..e gecaetric para-

meters is small, the largest change being about a 9 percent reduction in

lengti of the escape wheel tooth impulse face. Note also that R • Rp.

this is a result of assuming that the angle P and the center distance S

are basic to the design.

I-

-. .. .. . ... ... ... .
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TABLE 2

OWARISOQ OF OWIIAL AND EFFBCTIV GEUOT1 FOR T5E1 ESICAFERNT

Qmintit aOr1nu1 Effective CMoe % Chge

1 15.0000 15.0000

n 3.0000 3.0000

R0.0567 0.0567

D 0.4005 0.4005

p p
. 0..374 0.2374-

SP 18621 1.8621

y 0.8727 0.8727

oom 0.0000. -.0.061 -100.00

"0.34603, 0.1o. -70.00. -4 0.90I

S0o. .8 0D4746 0.0%61 3.62

inj 0018^0 0,1912 0.0072 3.93

R 0.2019 0.2077 0.0058 2.88

V 0.0301 0.0274 -0.0027 - 8.84

Q 0. O1 0.04 2.88

:n -

0 0.93 Xo0 .. 05,-15

4'|



4. 12 hMTICS

Before proceeding to the equations of motion, the kinematic equations

governing the interaction of the escapeamet components nut be developed.

The ad points used to define the phases of motion of the eapement are

given in Table 1. During the imlocking, "catch-up", and impulse phases,

some or all of the basic components are interacting. Hence, for these

phases, there are constraint relationships involving angular displacemnte

which are determined by the gecetir' of the components.

From the beginning of unlocking until the end of Impulse the balance

and lever are interacting. The kinematic constraint equation governing

this action is of the form • "(p). it(p) i obtained from Figure 8 using

the lw of sines.

Couninahuaion Betwee w rmoe Msare Ah And Lever

Throughout the unlocking and impulse phases of the motion all three

basic components of the escapawmt interact. The balance and hairspring

assuemly is coupled to the lever which is coupled to the escape wheel.

Conseeantly, during these phases, the kinematic constraint equations re

pppAnd 6 M (p). P() is givmnabove. Theem e(p)relationshi~p

nut be examned in both the forwad and reverne half-cycles because of

the astric nature of the escaeoma t action.

As mantioned earlier In section 2 of the rW o, the esc wheel

moves during the umlocking phases of the motion. Weni thog it is assume

that thene isno d1 a&gle on the teeth, this mtion will still e,•iA

C .t, there =ists a fmtion - %(p) during unlocking. However,
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as can be seen from Figures 4 and 5, with the assumption of no draw angle,

the geometry is such that the driving torque exerted on the lever b7 the

escape wheel is negligible during the unlocking phases. Therefore, for

the purposes of this analyisi, the assuampti of no draw angle on the

escape wheel teeth is taken to imply that there is no driving torque

transmitted from the escape wheel to the lever (and balance during the

unlocking phase.*

The €i - ei (p) relationships for the impulse phases of the motion

are developed as follows. For the forward implse phase the situatio is

as shown in Figure 9 and the following relationships are obtained.

son~ (4.3)

Combining these eopressions to obtain 4f •f (p)

where the depewence on p results from

?u (4.6)

*This 1.ication is later modified for the purpose of i olsling• nlocking
friction In the mthentioa4 mdel (refer to section 4 and p4pl•ehxA C).
In fMu'e work, it Is planned to Ilm ed* the provisim for a draw angle
in the mthemtioal model so the famotina .. - ou (p) for dn g wil
be hoghtn at that tim.

I
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Appropriate geometry for the impulse portion of the reverse half-

cycle is shown in Figure 10. It follows that

+I+$ (ei o) (4.7)

a 5 Sn Jb R+Sa6Rma (4.9)2.SRr

CmbinIng (4-.7), (4.8), and (4.9) to obtain er = r (P)

I * j fm -0 + sn(4.10)

where

Calcul tioni of IntdWE9 ka

The angular position of each component at each of the end pointe

given in Table 1 is a function of the escapement geometry. These end

point displacements are determined with the aid of the coupling equations

(4.1), (4.5), a (4.10) as follovs.

The initial position of the escape wheel is obtained by combinig

eqations (3.6) and (3.10) and solving for 4ý"

obtain,.

|..... .......
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e3 (and e9) and the corresponding value(s) of p, representing the

position of the escape wheel and lever respectively at the "catch-up"

displacement(s) 03 (and 09), depend on the input torque and OM so thq

cannot be determined by purely geometrical considerations. The procedure

that is used to determine these values is disc-ssed later in section 6

of this report.

Again using equation (4.5) with Rf equal to R2 e and noting that

R
obtain PQ + V ...... (4.16)

Using the fact that s changes by -1 radians per half-cycle
N
Ns= 6 er= o (4.17)

The values for e. and clO are obtained by substituting Re and

respectively into equation (4.10) and making use of (4.13) and (4.15).

30) + in PC(4.18)2 R,€5 / (,.)

+S2,-T •- (I- + Sin-" (RU Se (4-19)

Since e changes by N1 radians per cycle

% (4.20)

Now consider the angular displacement of the lever during the

"coupled" phases of the motion. Examination of Figure 9 shows that

6SSa- (4.21)

fts VO

-- 2 5
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Substituting the values Rzee Rl, a for R and noting the lever's

symetry of motion, the end point displacements of the lever are obtained.

" ~The end point displacements defining the "coupled" balance phases
can no ? be determined by substituting the appropriate values of p into

eqution (4.1).

0o h (4..2)

and got~SW [LsMn(I (4.27)

•0 •3 •5' B6 •9 •I an l•2 are geometricafly indeterminant.

Table 3 gives the end point displacements (radians), calculated

using the eff~ective geometry g.•ven in Table 2, for each component of the

Tca escapement. Note the movement of the escape wheel during the

n id i phases.

P_ o._ , . ,.__,_"....

PolO ý`O 0j l ad02ar emercly neeriat
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TABLE 3

ANGULAR POSrIcTIO (RADIANS) OF THE ESOAF~EMET C(PC14E!11S

AT THE END POINTS OF EACH PHASE OF THE MOTION

Position p e

0 start .82627 .14507

1 .72634 .82627 .14507

2 0 .931C4 .1U152
3 * * *

3L

4 -. 72634 1.03581 .02001

5 * 1.03581 -. 06437

6 * 1.03581 -. 06437

7 -. 72634 1.03581 -. 06437

8 0 .9310)4 -. 06081

9 * * *

10 .72634 .82627 -. 15963

ii * .82627 -. 27381

12 end .82627 -. 27381

•Indeterminate from geometrical considerations

!-4
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5. WJTICN 9P MENI~t

Utilizing the effective geometry as defined in section 3 of this

report,, the equations of motion of the escapement components can be derived

by applying the principles of Newtonian Mechanics.

The positive directions for the variables used in this analysis have

been chosen such that p and p are positive when measured in the couter-

clockwise sense whereas e is positive when measured in the clockwise sense.

Phase Definitions

Within a cycle there are twelve phases, and the equations of motion

will change from phase to phase. As related to the balance motion, these

phase definitions for the forward half-cycle are:

1. Free swing of the balance from maximum amplitude m to 0i
where unlocking begins.

2. A collision, assumed instantaneous and inelastic, occurs at
P when the impulse pin on the balance strikes the lever.
Unlock4ig of the escape wheel then proceeds from O1 to 02"

3. Balance and lever continue to rotate as the escape wheel
accelerates to overtake them. The escape wheel "catches-up"
to the lever and balance at 03"

4. Another instantaneous, inelastic collision occurs when the
live impulse face of the escape wheel tooth strikes the
entrance pallet pin. A period of impulse then ensues from
to

5. The freely rotating balance and escape wheel continue their
motion until, at 0 ,the exit pallet pin locks on the locking
face of another esMape wheel tooth.

6. The balance rotates freely to the top of its swing, 06"

Although possessing different end-point designations, the phases of the

reverse half-cycle are similar3y defined.

11ci

k . T



Phase 1 ouations

During the free swing of the balance it is assumed that the cnV

torques acting on the balance are: (a) the hairspring restoring torque,

and (b) a frictional torque, Ts, at the balance pivot due to hairspring

side thrust (see appendix A).

With the assunption that

(5..

where L is a constant, the equation of motion is

-+ (5.2)

I is the moment of inertia of the balance; K is the spring constant.

Phase 2 Eauations

Unlocking of the escape wheel begins as the impulse pin strikes the

lever at p, (see Figure 11). Let FBL be the force the balance exerts on
t

the lever, and F,, the reaction force of the lever on the balance. YL

and Y are the respective lever arms of these forces about the lever and

balance pivots.

SD LA5i

pin

Figure 11. Interaction between the balance

and lever during unlocking.

rI

1A!
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The impulse on the balance,, is

f JY.jFist = II-jl 53

where 0. o ; Alto ; IA 4 < IA',I.

01b and ila represent the angular velocities of the balance before and

after the collision, respectively.

The impulse on the lever, 1k ., is

I F

8 fYL'F~ * -'?IIwLs (5.4)

where 0 ;~ ?Mb0O

is the mament of inertia of the lever.

The ratio of these impulses is

fY) lF Y, IF. At 5-5

f Yg~wa Ygf F166 41t
Both of these impulses must be considered positive even though FBL - -F

because of the arbitrary choice of positive directiane for p and 0. Hence

U ,8 (5.6)

After the collision the lever and balance are coupled so that

" - Ala (5.7)

or Y (.B

.-.......
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Presence of the minus sign is dictated again b3cause of the choice of

positive directions for the variables. Eliminating between equations

(5.6) and (5.7) gives

(5.9)

where :1 I .. X) IL (5-10)

and X, 49' (5.1)

is the lever arm ratio between the balance and pallet lever evaluated at

The remainder of the phase 2 motion involves the rotation of the

coupled balance and lever until unlocking of the escape wheel is achieved

at 0.

Consider first the motion of the pallet lever. It is assumed that

the only torques acting on the lever during this portion of phase 2 are:

(a) a torque in the positive sense due to the push of the impulse pin on

the lever, ard (b) a frictional torque (T,,) in the negative sense arising

from the drag of the entrance pallet pin on the locking face of the escape

wheel tooth (see appendix C). Consequently the equation of motion of the

lever is

tnTjL-T (.2

*The first subscript on I is used to denote the functional form whereas
the second designates that value of 0 at which X (and later on Z) is to
be evaluated. 4

I
Ii
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or l (,1-3)

Who Yý T TL;

In addition to the torques present during the free period of motion,

the balance experiences the reaction torque of the lever due to their

coupl]ng. Its equation of motion is now
of

I.asiKs.L +Y.F' (5.14)

with ye ¶(%p)/
Using FIB - FBL (since both result in positive torques on their respective

compcoents) and equations (5.8) and (3.13), the differential equation of

motion can ftinal3y be written &A

I L

wher I, = Io XIL• (5.16)

T. aXTO 5.7

ad X a X(A) - ..

The fumoticzal relationship for X(P) is derived in appendix B.

At the instant of unlook the moipled balance ad pallet lever have

a finite velocity while the escape wheel is stationaxy. Hence the balance

, - . ..i "
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and pallet lever will "run away" from the escape wheel and there will be

a time lag before the beginning of impulse. During this time lag the escape

wheel will be accelerated sufficiently by the torque, Ta, delivered through

the gear train to catch up with the other components and provide the impulse.

The equation of motion for the escape wheel during this period in

A minus sign is required here since T is applied in such a direction as to

decrease e.

Except for the absence of the frictional torque, the equation of motion

for the balance and pallet lever is rimilar to that which applied during

unlocking. Thus
0o

The sign on the I4 term is reversed because • has become negatve while

the sense of this torque has not changed.

Phase L Euationa

An instantaneous, inelastic collision is assumed to occur when the

escape wheel catches up to the lever and balance at •. Let FZE represent

the force exerted on the lever by the escape wheel at impact, FIS the

reaction force, and YL and %E the lever arms for thes forces, respectively

(see Figure 12). The equations of motion of the components can now be
I

written as

(521

-T- Y. F46 a I
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FIB

lover balance
staff YL staff

T L

FELL

Figure 12. Interaction between the balance, lever, and
escape wheel at forward "catch-up."

111mXf U (5.22)

z,/I -- F, S=,-KO -L• ,•
- (5.a3)

These equations are coupled ty the cmon forces and the constraint equations

Y. i ýy(5.2I4)

which is equivalent to

"ad" W' - -. (5.26)

mim is7 Inserted because p lncrease in the fomward hailr-cole
Whle e deereases all lever anm are treated as poitive quantities. The
-NQ -.m.im Of equati (5.25) for the reverse hulf.."Ce has a positive sip.

See li~e 3.
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The first two constraint equations are valid only after the collision occurs

and4 coupling has been achieved. Note that , 03 is a constant for this

collision.

By eliminating the cc== forces and substituting for i in terms f 3

one can derive the single equation

QIlop + (W+w.P +X;ýTjL= - IX4 it .a

where Zf = . (3.29)

It is found that this ratio is asyxmetric in the two half-cycles; the

subscript f refers to the forward half-cycle, r to the reverse half-cycle.

The functional relationship for Z(p) is derived in appendix B. This

equation may now be integrated and the appropriate boundary conditions

applied. AssuAing that the collision ls truly instantanteous, the integral

of the terms on the left involvin and T ay be neglected; it follows

that
a, (5.30). U

x.. x.. 1,6 + x"

Subscripts b and a refer to angular speeds before and after the collision,

respectively.

With the entrane pallet pn now in cntact with the live face of the

escape wheel tooth, an Impulse is delivered t• the escape wheel to the bs.Lnce

throusi the pallet lever and Impulse pin until the end of the Impulce face

is reached. This iqpulse supplies enero to the balance to make up for

losses and thereby aintain its motion at a given amplitude.
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"During the impulse period the equaticns of motion for the components

together with the constraint equations are identical to those given above

for the "catch-up" collision. Once again the common forces may be

eliminated and the constraint equations used to substitute for I and •.

Each of the lever arms that enter these coupling equations are functions

of 0 and will therefore vary during this period. As a result, when

substitutions for o and ; are made, each will involve a • term. The

resulting equation of motion is

+ ~a +(K+UA'X)Z;Te. (5.32)

ith ,+ + ,(5.33)

Phase 5 Ecuations

As the entrance pallet pin leaves the impulse face of the escape

wheel tooth and the impulse period ends, the exit pallet pin strikes the

escape wheel root awd the lever ceases to rotate. The escape wheel then

rotates through a small additional displacement until the exit pallet pin

locks on the locking face of another escape wheel tooth. Meanwhile, the

balance, which has been rotating freely toward the top of its swing, has

reached the position 0 = . For this period the equations of motion of

the components are, therefore,

-To (5.34)

p00 (5.35)

. K L (5.36)

--
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i PMall 6 &ua;Qm

With the escape wheel now locked, tha balance wheel continues to the

top of its swing. Its equation of motion is

OS

I.P~-p-LA(5.37)
The first half-cycle of the motion is now completed.

Second Half-Qcle

The sequence of events during the second half-cycle is similar to

that in the first and will not be treated in detail. In the interest of

completeness, however, the equations of motion during the remaining six

phases are given.

Phase 7

tft= -KA+L,8 (5.38)

Phase 8

- A (5.39)

.p + , +j (K.,-j$ = ,(5.40)

Phase 9

-T (5.41)

Phase 10

114P h ;4~ r'b l 4 (5-43)
lap + U
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lag (5.45)

0u (5.46)

Sfl" -K$-LP (5.47)

This treatment has reduced the problem to solving a set of differential

equations which describe the motion of an "equivalent" balance system. The

effects of the lever and escape wheel are taken into account through the

presence of their "reflected" mcments of inertia in these equations.

A more elegant derivation of the preceding equations of motion is

presented in appendix D.

il , .. ... •.'.....i .

I• B•m m .



6. oD OF SOLU•

The heart of the problem of solving the equations of motion lies in

handling the nonlJnear, coupled differential equations which describe the

unlocking, catch-up, and impulse phases. Indeed, these equations are even

more fPrmidable than they appear at first glance because Tf, X, and Z are

complex functions of 0. Also, only X is symmetric for forward and reverse

motion (see appendix B). In addition, since there are two degrees of

freedom during catch-up, the only way to obtain an accurate value of 03

is through an iteration process.

Since attempts at an analytic solution of the exact equations have so

far proven unsuccessful, a step-by-step method of approximate solution was

chosen in which the motion of the balance was considered in small increments.

Values of X, Z, and Tf were assumed constant for each increment. This
f

assumption makes the I terms equal to zero and allows an analytic solution

of the resulting differential equations.

A digital computer program was set up using the solution equations of

motion. The final conditions of one step are used as the initial conditions

of the next step, and new values of X, Z and Tf are computed for each step.

Input to the program was the equilibrium values of maximum amplitude and

applied torque, 0m and Ta; output was the oscillation period of the balance.

An alternate approach to the solution of the nonlinear differential equations

of motion is to program the computer to solve the exact equations using one

of the numerical integration procedures available for this purpose.

A brief outline of the computation procedure used in the step-by-step

solution method is as follows.
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MM 1: An analytic solution of the exact equation of motion can be

obtained. Using the initial conditions - and .O, at t O, the

solution is

• =,8 cos- * ;(6.1)
Inversion of this equation yields

Alar (6.2)

The duration of this phase, T, can now be calculated by substituting

0 = 0l into this expression. Once T is determined ;1b can be found from

the derivative of the P(t) equation.

2: j Ia is determined by equation (5.9). Initial conditions for the

first Jncremet (& are

AMA ; AMAS; t.o.
The approxiuate equation of motion is

and its solution can be written as

A = Ac.•o(wGA-V) + F (6.4)

where Fu K1 Wa a (6.5)

A u14~ + '(AiF.)& (6.6)

*m +,~E..ArU- (6.7)

1 0 
__M_
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and 0 0<0 i.e. WO2_ K -L were 13.0 - (0o) and F 0  F(0 ).
I10

Recall that Tf is assumed constant within the increment.

Solving for the time increment gives

C~i-,jijF(6.8)

with +

and CaVW B

Note that the w which enters the constants A and p of the solution is

evaluated at the beginning of the increment (o) whereas the w in the

inverted equation is eveluated at the end (0o +AO3).

The angular speed at the end of the increment is determined from

-Aw sin (us+ - ) (6.9)

again with w = w (0). T is replaced by T + t, t is reset to zero, 1o and

ýo are replaced by 0 and •, new values for the lever arm ratio and unlocking

friction torque are computed, and the whole process is repeated for each

increment 40 until phase 2 is completed.

Phase 3: Final conditions for phase 2 serve as initial conditions for

phase 3. There are now two degrees of freedom in the system.

The approximate solution to the equation of motion of the balance is

identical to the solution in phase 2 except the expression (K-L) is every-.

where replaced by (K+L) and Tf is set equal to zero.

The analytical solution of the exact equation of motion of the esnape

wheel is

" a" I(6.10)

II I l I I ll II II III I il I. 4
I il I I i n m I
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where c €and c Oatt=O.

p is now dtermined in the following manner. An incremental step

in p is taken and the elapsed time calculated as explained before. This

time is substituted into the e (t) equation and the position of the escape

wheel is determined. This value of e is then substituted into the constraint

equations ý(4•.1) and (4.5)) in order to calculate where the balance would

be U Ma e wae -hid W ur.:o the other two components. If this

value of • is greater (remember p40 here) than the value set by the

incremental step, the escape wheel has had insufficient time to catch up

so another incremental step is taken. By repeating this procedure, and

using an iterative process to correct for overshoot, an accurate value of

.3 is obtained.

A simplified method of calculating p3 was attempted by assuming that

the coupled balance and lever have a constant angular speed during the

-catch-up period. The lever arm rax•io XZf is approximated by a first order

polynomial in 0, i.e.

XZX" +Cop¢c,$ (6.11)

These two assumptioas together with the equation of motion of the escape

wheel allow the derivation of an explicit expression for 03. The results

obtained using this method were somewhat inaccurate, however, because of

the relatively large values of p3 which occur in the operation of the T5EI

osoapment. Although the difference in values of 03 calculated by both

methods seems relatively wall ( o 2%), subsequent work on the ener• analysis

discussed in section 7 of this report showed that the steady-state conditions

for the mechanism were very sensitive to the value of 0y Thus, the more

elaborate procevue for calculating 03 was deemed necessary.
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Phase 4: 3 is determined by equation (5.30). Initial conditions are
3a

The approximate equation of motion during this period is

I1.B + (K+L)AS -X;T

and its solution is I
G O A cos(v:-P) -G (6.13)

where G .A i' ; C (6.14)SA = L (6.,5)

and G G (Lo), FG w= o) as before. X and, Z are assumed constant
0 0 0

within any one increment and are evaluated at 0of The remainder of the

procedure is analogous to that discussed for phase 2.

In a similar manner the step-by-step method is used to complete the

remaining phases of the cycle.

One problem with this method of solution was the difficulty of guessing

the correct value of the input torque, Ta, for a given equilibrium amplitude

of oscillation since these two parameters are not unrelated. Attempts were

made with an iterative approach to correct the initial guess after each

cycle until convergence to the correct value occurred. Although the program

should eventually converge to the correct value, the convergence rate was

totally unsatisfactory and computer time was excessive. A solution of this

problem is discussed in the following section of this report. j
I



In order to- obtain an accurate value of equilibrium torque (to

required accuracy of 10-3 dyne-cm) for a-given amplitude, an energy analysis
of the escapant was carried out and programmed on the computer. The out-

put from this program (T versus 0M) is. used in the differential equationsa m

of motion, to obtain the period or beat rate of the system as described in

section 6.

Before the actual analysis itself can -be presented it is necessary

to derive expressions for the angularspeed at the end points of each phae'

of the motion. An expression for p6' the angular displacemntt at the end

of the first half-cycle, is also required. Each of t':e relationships

presented is obtained by application of the law-of conservation of energy.

Zb*. Energy is dissipated in this phase by-'the side thrust effect; so

or (7.2)

N s2: The collision: at p which initriates the unlocking phase is assumed

to be Instantaneous and inelastic. As a result

SU (7.3)

whAre I. reprosente Il evaluated at p1. Consequently

•l•-m (7.-41
0(A: 7-i.0

ILI M,11- "F -
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During the unlocking portion of this phase, eaerg' is dissipated by both

the side thrust effect and unlocking friction. Thus

2 Kit +I A:= "j 1,, AM 75

+Where T. =pTU )

fhe (7.6)

and • is the coefficient of friction (see appendix C). Since the expression

JU(O)do is a function of the geometry only, it can be evaluated once and

for all. Utilizing the Gauss guadrature method, the result for the T5E1

escapement is 5

MU(AMA 0.090945= 9 (77)

Substitution of this value and simplification leads to. the following

equation

yu Pa[o .Lp + Kx g q6 (7.8)

3: 03 is determined by the iteration process discussed in section

6 of this report once the value of k, is known. The angular speed of the

balance at the end of the "catch-up" can then be determined from the

relationship

; + + L A (7.9)

where side thrust now represents the only dissipative effect. It therefore

follows that

X ILb(1

nizm ~naum nunnn ii mn~ nnnu milnrnm mnnml • uuuu m l nmnnun nn uuNIN IIi ~limnimnlln• min Muni- ,m.- i .
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ug a : The "catch-up" collision is also assumed to be instantaneous

and inelastic. As previously discussed in section 5 of this report, it is

found that

Aso= *(7.11)

where 12 represents 12 evaluated at 6 3b is calculated from the
23 12

equation of motion of the escape wheel and the elasped time during "catch-

up" as determined in the iteration process.

During the remainder of this phase energy is delivered to the balance

system through imulse and lost through the side thrust effect; thus

kKP +a KP~Is+ $PAP (7.12)

The minus sipn on T must be inserted ýecauae the torque is applied to the

balance in the negative sense. Here the product XZ represents the lever

arm ratio which reduces the torque Ta applied to the escape wheel as it

is transmitted through the lover to the balance system. Note that the lower

limit g3 on the integrals, is not fixed; i.e., it is a function of O nwe

Ta. Evaluation of the integral involving T in equation (7.12) in soawhat

simplifisd y notjlr-g.thki eqtions (5.25) ad (5.27) show that

So that j X4(tT.jjP Uý T se

Usinig eqluations; (4.1) ad(4.5),o ej am be detersined once 03is kcnown.
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With this result and the fact that - - 01., equation (7.12) can be solved

for the result is
-( * &+! dA (7.-14

hases Iand 6,: As the escape wheel is relocked by the lever, the ba'Ance

swings towards its maximus position dissipating enery through the side

thrust effect. It follows that

tP+ JLPAP (7.15)
9194

or +(7.16)

The first half-cycle is now complete.

In a similar manner, the following expressions can be derived for the

second half-cycle:

+" f;& fA•L

I But •7 -

cr (7.19)

ZMII

0b(.0
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or, since IT lN

.oil (7.21)

Now J. +~**4~nPd I ''~•o• I(Al,,. fVLI- . 0.22
But "1 f

thus ,i- IT. I L .

tCiro + (7.23)

or = 1.&, x[,1r.,

oro (7.24)

,i U

Phase& 9:

kI,.P + I + Ij,%Pq~+fP (7.25)

IL

~ ,qq~#~~.rqg~fr(7.27)

The minus sign is required because 069bc 0.

+J~d +JXZJ.40O



it follows that

r A* (q- 4(7.9)

(I~I

iotefiw that21 2beas r Z4

K + I,, K+I+ L\-/,- 730

or = I m (() (7.33)

This completes the second half-cycle.

3"uvaent Balance System Ener"v Balance

As shown in section 5 of this report, the equations of motion of the

main components may be combined with the constraint equations to derive

equations which describe an "equivalent" escapement system. This "equiva-

lent" system possesses a displacement-dependent moment of inertia which

arises due to the presence of the "reflected" moments of inertia of the

lever and escape wheel. An energy analysis of the equivalent escapement

system is presented below; steady-state conditions are assumed throughout.
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The energy balance conditions for the equivalent escapement may be

depicted schematically as shown in Figure 13.

SSide Thrust

Catch-up Unlocking Collisions
Collisions ESCAPFEIIT

Impulse VP Unlocking Friction
SYSTE24

SDissipated By Escape
Wheel and Lever

Figure 13. Schematic diagram of equivalent escapement energy balance.

Loss mechanisms which have been considered are: (a) side thrust losses,

(b) unlocking collisions, (c) unlocking friction, and (d) dissipation by

the escape wheel and lever upon unlocking. Of these, only a and c are

identical in both half-cycles since, in general, -p6 # Om' and -03 3  09, etc.

As a result, the angular speed of the balance system just prior to the

unlocking collision and at the end of the impulse phase in the reverse half-

cycle differs from the speeds at the corresponding points in the forward

half-cycle. Losses through mechanisms b and d are therefore different Ln

each half-cycle.

With the assumption that the radial side thrust is directly proportional

to balance displacement, the energy loss due to this effect per cycle is

L= Am

•~~ ~ STm 2. fom~ +~m (7-34)mmm mmm mm mmmmmmmmmm mm ,lm
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or L L(± 5) (7-35)

Since the unlocking collisione are assumed to be inelastic ani

instantaneous, the loss through this nechanism can be calculated from the

difference in kinetic energies before and after the collisions. Thus

L== ÷ -.1 1,(L÷•,) (7.36)

Upon substitution of equations (7.2), (7.4), (7.18), and (7.21) this

equation may be written as

During the unlocking of the escape wheel energy is dissipated by

friction. This loss per cycle is given by

L~ 2- TJd (7.38)

or L%, = fT ,1 (7.-39)

where Tf = pTaU(p) (see appendix C). Substitution for the integral from

equation (7.7) yields the result

L =T (7.40)

Both the lever and escape wheel have a finite velocity at the end of

the impulse phase of the motion. Whatever energy they possess at the

instant they are uncoupled from the balance is dissipated as the escaped

It. . ..... .. . .2
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wheel relocks. The loss of energy can be expressed as

L L+Im ,~ tgp, (7.41)

Substitution of equations (7.14) and (7.33) into this expression gives

La (1  )1.+ (7.42)

The total losses for the entire cycle are, obviously, the sum of the

individual losses; i.e.

LT= L r + Lc + Lo + LL (7.43)

After substitution for each of those losses, it can be shown that

+ + (7.4)

2~KLI4L~+) +

Each of the quantities on the right hand side of this expression is a

constant, independent of amplitude, except for 036, Ta, and, of course,



Energy is supplied to this equivalent vystem ,y: (a) catch-up collisioms,

and (b) impulse. Although there must be a net loss of energy in the entire

system as a result of the catch-up collisions, the effect of the collisions

on the equivalent escapement is to add energy.

The energy supplied to the equivalent escapement as a result of the

catch-up collisions at and 09 is

Gcc 2 + 14X, (7.45)

Substitution of equation (5.30) for 13a and equation (5.43) for 1 9a yields

Gcc= A-[,b+ l&Lb isp;2 + (7.-46)

With the exception of 'E, each of the terms in equation (7.46) depends, in

'ome manner, upon either the applied torque Ta, or the magnitudes of the

catch-up angles, or both. This becomes evident when equations (7.8), (7.10),

(7.24), and (7.26) are used to substitute for 13b and ý9b" 63b and e9b may

be determined either from the equation of motion of the escape wheel

(equations (5.34) and (5.45) or by equating the kinetic energy of the escape

wheel just prior to the catch-up collisions to the work done by the applied

torqie; i.e.

j WT.,. 8  F; -*r (7.47r)

"and ,Ib= T,,(e*-,) ; ,(748)
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An alternative expression for G may be derived in the followingcc
way. Consider the catch-up collision in the forward half-cycle. Equations

(7.10) and (7.11) may be solved for the kinetic energy of the equivalent

balance system immediately before and after the catch-up collision,

respectively. After subtraction of these two expressions and the substi-
tution of equations (7.8) for p2 and (7.14) for , the energy gain can be

written as

+ T(~ ~

In a similar manner, an expression can be obtained for the reverse half-

cycle collision. The total gain can therefore be written as

6~u4[K(k ~+ L(# +I) +

(7.50)

+T.

Note that ej and e9 are the values of e at which the catch-up cofliujons

occur.
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The euergy supplied to the equivalent balance system dw4ng the

impulse portions of the motion is

~~~ ofrz ip JXZV'T)P(.1
AgA

Butt

and XZ=

in the first and second half-cycles, respectively. Therefore

Gz = T.(e,- c4.+,-GM,) (7.52)

The total energy gain for the entire cycle is

GT= Ga + Go (7.53)

or G
L (7.54)

I ý + T.,-.,+ aq- .)

By equating the total losses per cycle to the total gains per cycle

a relationship between pm and Ta for steady-state motion of the escapement

can be obtained. However, this relationship is transcendental because

the exression for Gc cfntain3 terms which are dependent upon and T.

At first sight, it appears that the substitution of equation (7.50) for
Gcc into the energy balance equation would lead to a useful relationship

between P and Ta. Unfortunately, this approach leads onlr to the identity
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1 - 1. In retrospect, this result is not surprising because only one

requirement, namely the conservation of energy, has been applied to derive

all of these relationships. Consequently, a simple, explicit expression

for Ta in terms of Om cannot be found.

A self-consistent, iterative method of solving the energy balance

equation has proven effective. Define B in such a way that equation (7.44)

can be written as

L. +B÷ 2.A .T (7.55)

The energy balance equation then becomes

S + 2pT G~ +s(6 Ti~G (7.56)

This equation can be rewritten as

T06= (7.57)

Where C - 2g - g3 + 64 - 9 + M (7.58)

But evaluation of B requires a knowledge of •6' C the values of the catch-

up angles, and G the speeds before and after each of the catch-up

collisions. An initial guess is now made for Ta at d given amplitude OM"

This estimate is used in equation (7.1) through (7.33) to calculate the

quantities needed and they are fed into equation (7.57) to calculate a

"new" Ta. This procedure continues until convergence to the correct value

occurs. After the first few passes the corrections to T., i.e., the

difference between each of the "old" and "new" values, are used in a linear

interpolation scheme to considerably enhance the convergence rate.

46L ..... ••. .•., •.
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Total System Enter. Balance

An energy analysis simldar to that already presented may be carried

out for the entire escapement mechanism. The various energy exchange

mechanisms of the total system may be pictured schematically as shown in

Figure 14.

SSide Thrust

SUnlocking Collision
TOTAL

Impulse --- Unlocking Friction
SYSTEM

SCatch-up Collision

_Dissipated by Escape
Wheel and Lever

Figure 14. Schematic diagram of ttal system energy balance.

Loss mechanisms which have been considered for the total system are:

(a) side thrust losses, (b) unlocking collisions, (c) unlocking friction,

(d) catch-up collisions, and (e) dissipatJon by the escape wheel and lever

upon relocking. The derivation o. expressions for losses a, b, and c

proceedc in the sam maaner as presentod for thv equivalent balance system

with identical results (see equations (7-35), (7.37), Arn (7.d0)•.

Although the catch-up collisions were responsible for an addition of

energy to the equivalent escapament oyntemi, tt.ese collisions must result

in a net loss of energy when the total system is considered, This loss
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can be written simply as the difference in kinetic energies of the total

system immediately before and after the collisions occur; Ji. e.

Iqq + L1

LC 2 "I t 6 1 2

(7.59)

Upon substitution of equations (7.47) and (7.48), this equation becomes

=: T.(e•-.et. £- ,) -~ 6(7.60)

where G is given by equation (7.45).cc
Uncoupling of the escape wheel and lever from the balance occurs at

the completion of the impulse phase in each half-cycle. Whatever energy

the former two possess at this instant is dissipated upon relocking of the

escape wheel. Also, additional energy is supplied to the escape wheel by

aT during the period between uncoupling and relocking. (Recall that the

model escapement is defined in such a way that the motior of the lever

ceases at the end of impulse. See Figure 2e.) Therefore, the tcta.l energy

dissipated by the escape wheel and lever is

'L. L+frP(-J de + (-TJE. (7.61)mm {

or L = LLE"+ T (e -est+eo-eFl) (7.62)

where L is given by equation (7.42).

The sum of the losses per cycle for the total system is

Lr = L$T+ L.+ L,, .(r•*.L L + To. - (7.63)

-6c+ L,•+TTS.-G9 + GI- so)
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L: . LT-G4 +lT(%-%1Gr-6S4%-+%-ht) (7,6)

Or, using equation (7.55),

Energy is added to the total system through the impulse supplied

by the torque applied to the escape wheel, T . In each cycle, the
a

escape wheel rotates through an angle of a radians, where N is the numberN

of teeth on the escape wheel. Consequently, the energy added to the total

system per cycle is

G; an (7.66)

air'e again, the basic energy balance relationship for steady-state

motion is obtained by equating losses to gains; thus

To 411) = T9 1 E c~e*~ ,'.m tlg (7.67)

The solution for T isa

(7.68)
CI

where C' - e2 + 5 -e 8 +el-C (7.69)

and C is given by equation (7.58). Equation (7.69) can be solved in the

same, self-consistent manner discussed in the equivalent escapement

energy analysis.
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Both energy analyses presented in this secticn are, of course,

equivalent as becomes evident upon comparison of equations (7.57) and

(7.68). Equating both of these expressions leads to the identity

whose validity for the T5El can be verified by substitution of the

appropriate values of z from Table 3 in section 4.

_ _i - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.. .L



8. RESULTS OF THE ANIAISIS

Both the differential equations of motion and the energy equations,

outlined in sections 5 and 7 respectively of this report, make up the

mathematical model of the detached lever escapement (hereafter referred

to as the "model" escapement). To check the validity of the model, an

analysis was made using the T5EI escapement geometry.

As explained in section 6 of this report, the differential equations

of motion were treated using a step-by-step method of solution. The

accuracy of this method was checked in three different ways as follows.

1. Changing the size of the increment or step provides one test

of accuracy. Table 4 shows the period of the escapement as

calculated by the step-by-step method for OM = -' 1 -- 0.3, and

L equal to 0.0 and 13.83. Note that a smaller increment or

step is required for comparable accuracy when side thrust

effects are included in the model. As a result of this com-

parison 40 steps per phase were used in obtaining all of the

analytical results presented in this section.

TABLE 4

VARIATION OF THE PERIOD WITH THE NUMBER
OF STEPS PER PHASE OF THE MOTION

Number of steps Period in Seconds
per phase of
the motion L = 0.0 L = 13.83

5 0.0401050 0.0401467

10 0.0401049 0.0401458

20 0.0401048 0.0401453

40 0.0401048 0.0401450

100 0.0401048 0.0401450
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2. Conparing the angular velocity at various points in the cycle

as predicted by both the energy solution and the step-by-step

solution provides another test of accuracy. Such a comparison

is shown in Table 5 for the case 0M - !i = 0.3, and L 13.83.

TABLE5

CCMPARISON OF ANGULAR VELOCITIES PREDICTED BY
ENERGr ANALYSIS AND STEP-BY-STEP SOLUTION

Angular MMa÷hAf _?_ n____m_,____n Percent

Velocity Step-by-step Energy analysis Difference

A2 -477.858 -477.837 .0044

•3b -475.555 -475.534 .0044

•3a -481.860 -481.839 .0044

I -485.080 -484.955 .0258

479.406 479.265 .0294

ý9b 477.677 477.537 .0293

;9a 482.406 482.265 .0292

4i0 483.708 483.460 .0513

The very nature of the step-by-step method should cause a

build up of error in the solution; that is, once an error

has crept into the solution in a single increment, it will

be involved in setting the initial conditions for the next

incremont, etc. This condition is verified by the results

presented in Table 5 which show a general increase in the

41_4'A!
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magnitude of the differences as the escapement proceeds

through the cycle. Examination of the table also shows

that the major discrepancy between these two methods

arises during the impulse portions of the cycle. Indeed,

the errors introduced during forward and reverse impulse

(0.0214% and 0.0221% respectively) account for 85% of the

total error shown (0.0513%).

3. A comparison of the balance amplitude at the end of the first

cycle with the amplitude at the start of the cycle provides

the final accuracy test of the step-by-step method. Under

equilibrium conditions these two values should be equal. Any

difference represents an error introduced by the step-by-

step method of solution since the input torque as calculated

by the energy analysis is accurate enough to give amplitude

agreement to within 10 radians. Table 6 shows a ccmparison

of these values for various initial amplitudes and the energy

loss parameters of p = 0.3 and L - 13.83. Note that the

difference is relatively small, the maximum amounting to only

0.14 degrees of arc.

TABLE 6

AMPLITUDE DIFFERENCES INTRODUCED BY THE STEP-BY-STEP METHOD OF SOLUTION

Naminal Ampli in ias Difference Percent
Amplitude Initial Final Radians Difference

450 0.78540 0.78572 .00032 .041

900 1.57080 1.57169 .00089 .057

1350 2.35619 2.35761 .00142 .060
180 3.14159 3.14312 .00153 .049

2250 3.92699 3.92940 .00241 .061

-i
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r The close correlation between values shown by these tests justify

confidence in the validity of the step-by-step method of solution.

The results of the energy analysis concerning the equilibrium

amplitude-input torque variation under sever-.l energy loss conditions

are shown in Table 7. These data are plotted in Figure 15. An

experimental curve is also shown in this figure for purposes of comparsion.

TABLE 7

aEJILCBRIUM TOQUES FOR VAITOUS AMPLITUIES AND LOSS CONDITIONS

Equilibrium Torque in dyne-cm

i°O0.0 p =0.2 PO0.3 P =0. 0  1=0.2 p=0.3
L 0.0 L =0.0 L =0.0 L = 13.83 L- =13.83 L = 13.83

450 51.4 60,6 124.9 149.2 165.2

90 307.3 376.8 '417.7 622.7 743.6 823.6
1350  752.2 910.6 1008.6 1452.5 1734.5 1921.3

I.0• 1374.5 1657.8 1835.5 2614.0 3121.8 3458.2

2250 274.4 2618.2 2898.6 4107.5 4905.5 5734.3

When comparing the experimental results it is necessary to account for

the fact that the experimental model is a complete timer which includes

a gear train, whereas the mathematical model includes only the three

eocapamt eamponmnts. In obtaining experimental data, torque is supplied

by ans of deed weights driving a ball bering mounted pulley which is

fldblhy coupled to the low speed shafc in the gear train. There is no

memo of accurately measuring the much iller torque actually delivered

to the fast moving escape wheel. (In fact, this torque is not instan-.
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taneously constant due to the nonlinear transmission properties of gear

teeth.)

In converting the experimental torques to compare with analytical

values applied at the escape wheel, a gear train efficiency of 65% was

assumed in order to account for losses due to friction. This is a

reasonable figure for a nonprecision, 3 stage step-up gear train of

159.7 to 1 ratio. It was also assumed that this efficiency is essentially

constant (independent of transmitted torque) over the range of input

torque considered.

Since the experimental curve in Figure 15 could have been relocated by

the assumption of a different value for the efficiency or by assuming

a constant error In the measurement of the experimental input torque, no

conclusions can be drawn based on the closeness of the fit. It io felt,

however, that the close correlation between the shae of the experimental

curve and the ik - 0.3, L - 13.83 curve shows that the model is essentially

valid in respect to its amplitude versus torque behavior.

The data from Table 7 are displayed in another way in Figure 16 where

the inPzt torque for steady-state conditions is plotted against the square

of the balance amplitude. Apparenty, from this figure, there exists a

linear relationship between Ta and % of the form

However, an attept to fit the data to such a curve shows the relationship

to be new%-linear but not emact.

A word of caution should be interjected here concerning the reliabi-

lity of the data for the loss cnditimns of t-4 0, and L -0. Under

A 
.7-7
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these conditions catch-up occurs very near the end of the live impulse

face of the escape wheel - so near, in fact, that the slight discrepancies

in the two methods of solution resulted in the occurrence of a catch-up

collision in the energy analysis but not in the step-by-step solution

for the forward half-cycle. For this reason, eventhough catch-up always

occurred in both solutions for the reverse half-cycle, the data for these

lose conditions should be viewed with some suspicion, at best.

Values of the applied torque from Table 7 were used in the step-by-

step solution of the equations of motion to determine the period of

oscillation. A typical computer output is shown in appendix E for the

conditions 0 v, . u Q.3, L - 13.83. Data from this output are plotted

in Figure 17 to show the angular position of the balance as a function

of time. The most striking feature of this 0(t) curve is that it is

apparenty a true cosine curve. Indeed, no apparent deviation from a

true cosine curve can be seen even when the scales are expanded by a

factor of 10. Thus, in this respect, the model shows that departures

in the motion of the balance from that of an ideali'ed, undamped harmonic

oscillator upon coupling the balance to the other basic components o.f

the escapsmt is slight.

AxWwr aeans of fs.l-s• ating this fact is provided by Figure 18.

Here the data from appendix 3 have been plotted in a pO e-plane diagram;

i.e., ha been plotted " a function of ý/¶ where % MF " An ideal,

iWAM Wed hamon oscillator is characterized bi a circular plot in such

a -p diagram. Althouo the departure from ideal behavior shown

br the circle is now evident, it is again seen to be slight. Maxima

deviatim occur; Just prior to the fomard eatch-zp collision and amounts

to ab64.
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unlocking catch-up
collision collision

""2

reverse

-2 -I

forward

" !-2

catch-up unlocking
collision collision

catch-up "-4--i• - urlocking

Figure it. Phase-plane diagram of the equivalent escapemcnt.
(p =r 0 u .03, L 13.83)
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The primary use for the outputs from step-by-step solutions such as

appendix E was to study the torque sensitivity of the model T5E1 escape-

ment. Results of this study are summarized in Table 8. Values of

and L used, for each amplitude studied, were 0.3 and 13.83, respectively.

The calculated beat rate is compared with the beat rate for a freely

oscillating balance system having IB 0 .0374 gm-cm2 and K - 921.9 dyne-cm.

These values were obtained by measuring T5EI components and they produce

a beat rate of 49.9754 bps. The beat rate fracti • (BRF) is plotted as

a function of the square of the amplitude in Figure 19 where

BRF- i (82)

and 1•XL

TABLE 8

BEAT RATE FRACTION USING ENERGY LOSS
PARAMTERS . = 0.3 and L = 13.83

Amplitude Applied Torque Beat Rate B R F
dyne-cm beats/sec in %

450 165.2 49.204 1.543

900 823.6 49.664 .623

1350 1921.3 49.766 .419

1800 3458.2 49.817 .317

2250 5734.3 49.848 .255

9. -
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It is evident from the curve that the model obeys the generally accepted

maxim that large balance amplitude promotes good timekeeping.

In Figure 20, beat rate errors predicted by the model are compared

with experimental torque sensitivity date taken on three different

escapements at HDL. The points on the analytical curve were obtained by

using the beat rate for 1350 amplitude in the third column of Table 8

as a reference value and comparing the beat rate at the other amplitudes

to this reference value. The beat rate error for 450 of amplitude falls

off scale and is not shown in the figure. The analytical values of

torque in dyne-centimeters at the escape wheel were converted to esnimated

torques in inch-ounces at the timer main shaft by applying the 159.7 to

1 gear train ratio and assumed 65% gear train efficiency. A comparison

of the analytical T5El curve with the experimental curves of the higher

beat ratr timers shows general agreement in shape, but the model will have

to be improved in order to obtain better agreement with the 50 bps T5El

experimental results. Eventually, with improvements in the mathematical

model and armed with the results of design parameter investigations, it

is expected that an explanation can be found for the increase in rate of

the 50 bps experimental curve as the torqua decreased from 12 to 5 inch.

ounces.

The action of the escapement during the catch-up and Impulse phases

of the motion is illustrated by Figure 21. Values of the balance dis-

placement during forward Impulse were determined from the computer out-

puts of the step-by-step solutions for various energy loss conditions

and amplitudes. These values are shown plotted as a fumction of the

j
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applied torque. The curves show that the impulse is delivered over very

mall balance displacements except when the energy losses are increased

by the side thrust of the balance spring. Note especially that the losses

due to side thrust are so large that the input torque required for a given

equilibrium amplitude is nearly doubled when side thrust is considered.

A cinve for the conditions of I - 0 and L = 0 is not shown in this figure

because, as mentioned previously, catch-up did not occur in the forward

half-cycle in both the energy solution and step-by-step solution.

It is apparenit Irom Figure 21 that the balance displacement during

forward impulse (A.A) increases with the applied torque. Or, in other

words, the higher the torque, the sooner catch-up occurs. With the

inclusion of the hairspring side thrust, impulse is delivered to the

balae over only 44 to 53% of the possible interval. This corresponds

to using only 39 to 48 of the live impulse face of the escape wheel to

deliver the forward impulse. Similar results were obtained during the

reverse half-cycle with the exception that catch-up occurred sooner in

every case. Consequently, the balance displacement during reverse

impulse is larger (by about 6%) than during forward impulse.

Avalabe high speed movies of a detached pin-lever escapement were

stuied in an effort to verify the behavior during the catch-up and

Imple phases as predicted by the model. Sm. of thesa films, taken

at about 7000 tfm" per sewod, were made of a 200 bps esecapment whose

equibriupl aitude was about 90e. Observations mde as a result of

the stu,* of eiht film weres

1. Uhe osto-W angle varied with the applied torque. As the

I - -: .. .
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applied torque decreased, the balance displacement during

impulse decreased (catch-up angle increased).

2. The entrance pallet pin was struck by the escape wheel 35-65%

up the live impulse face of the escape wheel tooth; in most

cases this was closer to 5-60%. Therefore, forward irApulse

was delivered to the balance over 40-50% of the live impulse

face for most cases.

3. The exit pallet pin always caught up sooner than the entrance

pallet pin, usually 15-40% up the live impulse face.

Each of the observations made is qualitatively consistent with the pre-

dictions of the model escapement. Of course, the stiffer hairspring

required for a 200 bps escapement should cause larger side thrust effects.

However, no observations were made which were in disagreement with the

behavior predicted by the model.

Three films of the 50 bps T5El timing movement, taken at 4000 frames

per second, were also studied. In these films., the catch-up phase was

not discernible. It appeared as if the escape wheel tooth and pallet

pin remained in contact at all times or, at best, catch-up occurred within

the first few percent of the length of the live impulse face. Thus, these

movies of the 50 bpu movement indicate that additional energ loss

mechanisms wM have to be included in the mathematical model in order

to obtain closer agreement between theory and experiment.

These high speed films were also studied to determins whether signi-

ficant bouncing occurs during the impacts between the basic components

of the escapemnt. Observations of the Inpats of the pallet pin*
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showed either no noticeable bouncing or, in the case of the 200 bps

movemnt, t.e possibility that all the energ was delivered to the

balance upon impact with one big bounce occuring so as to exclude any

f'uUier impulse. The nature of the films made it impossible to exclude

this possibility. There was some evidence of slight bouncing during

the Impact of the impulse pin upon the lever fok. This possibility is

disregarded here since ýhe prevent model assumes inelastic collisions

ad does not contain the geometric details of the lever fork. Shinkle,

In a similar study of the cylinder escapement 2 , has found the time-

keeping and amplitude properties of this escapement to be insimsitive

to bomcing, In the absence of firmer evidence to the contrary, this

viewpoint has been adopted in the present work.

Data obtained from the computer output of the step-bystep solutim

can be used to calculate the magitudes of the various energ losses

and gains to determine their relative imrtince in the -iperstion of the

nodod escapement, A trpical "energy balance" is ahom in Table 9 for

both the equivalent escapement and tVtal system. Quantities listed in

thWis table were oalou] ted b7 substituting values of catch-p angles,

angular *oeds, etc., from appendix E into the relationships derived for

the donAes ener loss and gain mechAnims in section 7 of this report.

u Tble 9 disp the ner& balance for the corvdtions PS =..,9 and
OW " 0,3, Lm -MO.. All energies awe In erp.



TABLE 9

BU 3AIANCE FOR THE MR0ITIONS -" " 0.3, and L- 13.83

IV.- &CAM=IC TOTAL ENTE= WIa= BAIA•E

TOTAL ENETK 4549.4 TOTAL 2MM 4549.4

Forward Catch-up Collision 160.6 Forward Input 723.3Forward Impulse 18'7.6 Reverse Input 723.3

Reverse Catch-up Collision 319.4
Reverse Impulse 166.5
TOTAL GAINS 634.1 TOTAL CM115 1446.6

Forward Side Thrust 136.9 Forward Side Thrust 136.9
Forward Unlock Collision 34.0 Forward Unlock Collision 34.0
Forward Unlock Friction 94.2 Forward Unlock Friction 94.2
Forward Lever & Escape Forward Catch-up Collision 73.3

Wheel Dissipation 54.6 Forward Lever & Escape
Reverse Side Thrust 136.9 Wheel Dissipation 345.9
Reverse Unlock Collision 34.2 Reverse Side Thrust 136.9
Reverse Unlock Friction 94.2 Reverse Unlock Collision 34.2
Reverse Lever & Escape Reverse Unlock Friction 94.2

Wheel Dissipation 45.4 Reverse Catch-up Collision 57.3
Reverse Lever & Escape

Wheel rdasipatlon 439.7
TOTAL WOSSES 630.4 TOTAL lOSS 1446.6

The wmal imbalane between total losses and Sains occurs because of the

slight discrepancies between 0.6 nerW analysis, bt which the eqtuil-

brium torque is obtained, and the step-b'.etep mthad In which this

value or torque is subsequently used. The wall mapitude of the Imbalance

provides further pro-t of the validity of the step-V-'-tp methad of

I
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Similar energy bi'ance data were obtained for each of the other

aqptudes stuided using the same energy loss parameters; i.e., P - 0.3,

and L - 23.83. These results are presented for the equivalent escape-

WAst in Figure 22. Nmbers across the top of the figure represent the

stored ener2 In the hairspring at the beginning of each cycle while

those nier along the top of the bars represent the total energy

mednge per cycle. Note that the relative energy exchange per cycle

increases frm almost 10% to 14 as the amplitude increases. It is

evident from the figure that side thrust losses are of significant

mnitude; In fact, side thrust represents the dominant loss mechanisn

for the equivalent escapement. As discussed earlier in section 7,

catch-up collisions result in a gmin in energy by the equivalent escape.

mnt. Note the importance of these collisions as an energy gain

moebaim by cmparing with energy gain through impulse.

Figure 23 similarly displaV- 'he energy balance for the total system.

Note that catch-up collisions are a loss mechanism for the total system.

Disspation by the esape wheel and lever upon relocking now accounts

for over half the total losses. Side thrust losses are still dominant

avew the other loss mech•nims, however, usual1y accounting for about

2e of the total losses. The relative energy exchange per cycle gradually

inoreae frm about 2$ to 32 as the amplit~Ie increases.

atuiss of the merg losses through the various mechanisas con.

kdewei are nplottd for the total ystm in Figure 24a a f t ain of

the tetal emwpV. b of these lowses and, as a result, their sum,

apprw• iwreaee linearly with the total eneW or, equivalent1y,

With e eUsro of the belance amplitude. 0nbc again, however, it eas
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Toerg 285 1140 2560 4550 7100

990
1 - i~mpulse

2 - catch-up collisions
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1350
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3 - eide thrust ror t
4 - unlockig collo e e•snes 0.
5 - unlocking frition
6 - escape wheel and

lever dissipation 6

2250

Fgr 22. Energy, balance for the equivalent escapement using
energ loss parameters of u 0.3 and L 13.43.
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Tnery 284 1137 2559 4+549 7108

2260

1 - impulse

iJ+48

1

799

11
34 2

450 2

2to si'2hrs

i 90l ritoS6 5
4

1350 5

2 - side thrust 180o

3 - unlocking collisions

4 - unlocking friction

5 - catch-up collisions

6 - escape wheel and
lever dissipation

225°

Figure 23. Energy balance for the total systom using energy
lose parameters of w - 0.3 and L - 13.83.
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found through attempts at a numerical fit of the data that the relation-

ship is not exactly linear. The apparent linearity is easily explained

by reference to equations (7.35), (7.37), (7.40), (7.60), and (7.62) which

are the relationships used to calculate each of the losses. These relation-

ships include numeruus constants and either Pm or 06 or Ta or combinations

thereof. But it has already been demonstrated that T is nearly linearly
2 a

related to Pm . With the added fact that 06 is usually just a few tenths

of a percent greater than -0m' it follows directly from these equations

that each of the losses are almost linear functions of the total energy

or 2

The total energy of the escapement will vary as the escapement proceeds

through a cycle because of the various energy losses. Data taken from

appendix E have been used to compute the total energy of the equivalent

escapement at various points throughout the cycle for Om = v' P = 0.3,

and L = 13.83. These computations show that the maximum variation of

the total energy from the initial value, Eo, is only about 4.3% of E0

and occurs just prior to the forward catch-up collision. Hence, in

order to vividly illustrate this variation of the total energy, the quantity

-- 0.95 has been plotted as a function of p in Figure 25 where E representsEo0

the total energy when the balance displacement is 0. Instantaneous energy

changes (radial lines) occur in this figure for each of the collisions

because of the assumption of instantaneous collisions and because of

energy dissipations by the escape wheel and lever upon relocking. Other

than these instantaneous changes, the most rapid variation of the total

energy occurs during the impulse phase of the motion as expected.

C777ý7
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E 9

1 0

.067

-1350 +,150
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Figure 25. Energy variation of the equivalent escapement as a function
of balance displacement.( m • u, u = 0.3, L - 13.83)
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9. OMCUSIONS AnD MCM4A. TIONS

The following conclusons can be drawn as a result of the analysis

conducted to date.

1. A mathematical model of the detached lever escapement has been

devised. The model has been analyzed both energetically and

by approximate solution of the equations of motion. Excellent

agreement between these two methods of approach justify

confidence in the validity of the techniques employed.

2. Predictions made using the model have been compared with

experimental data from an actual mechanism. The correlation

between the analytical and experimental results of the

equilibrium amplitude as a function of applied torque shows

the model to be essentially valid in this respect. At least

qualitative agreement has been found between the behavior

uf the model during catch-up and impulse and observations of

high speed films of an actual escapement. Initial prediction

of the torque sensitivity characteristic did not show close

agreement with its experimental results so further modification

of the model is indicated. However, no basic difficulties

are envisioned because qualitative agreement was obtained when

the model was compared to higher beat rate detached lever

escapements.

3. The relative importance of the energy gain and loss mechanisms

coT idered has been established. Although energ dissipation

by thpe wheel and lever is predo mlnant# hairspring radial

side thrus effects have been shown to play a major role.
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4. The catch-up portion of the cycle which occurs between

unlocking and the beginning of impulse plays a decisive

role in the properties of the mechanism. The requirement

of a finite time to achieve coupling of the escape wheel to

the lever and balance reduces the length of the live face of

the escape wheel over which impulse is delivered to Ghe

balance. This reduction is very sensitive to the number and

type of loss mechanisms considered.

5. The basic properties of the model are, at least to first order,

amplitude dependent. Indeed, the input torque and each of the

loss mechanisms have been shown to be am•ost linear functions

of the square of the amplitude.

As a result of the analysis covered by this report, the following

recommendations are presented.

1. Further modification of the basic model should be undertaken.

Some features of the escapement which are not included in the

present model but which are felt to be important are:

a. The provision for unlocking to end before zero

balance displacement.

b. The addition of a draw angle on the escape wheel teeth.

c. The addition of a variable geometry on the lever fork.

d. The provision for frictional losses during impulse.

e. The provision for elastic collisions during unlocking

and impulse.

By incorporating some or all of the features intv the model,

it should be possible to 'etermine which produce significant

changes in the properties of the escapement.

I
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2. Computer studies of the present %odel as a function of the

various parameters of the mechanism should be carried out.

Analysis has s.iown the present model to be reasonable and

it is felt that suci studiee could be profitably undertaken

now. As stated in the introdu~tion, it is suspected that

an escapement's geometry, that is, the sizes, shapes, and

inertias of its parts, govern the shape of its torque

sensitivity curve. Shinkle haa, in fact, shown 6 that the

cylinder escapement can be altered to display any degree

of torque sensitivity by changing the pallet geometry.

Computer studies of the present model should show if an

alteration uf geometry would lead to a similar result for

the detached lever escapement.

3. Further effort should be expended toward obtaining an

analytical solution of the equations of motion. Although

the approximate solutions that have been obtained have

yielded considerable insight, they are no substitute for

the analytical solutions. The phase-plane diagram showed

s=ll departures of the escapement from the behavior of

an idealized, undamped harmonic oscillator. This fact

indicates that the use of perturbation techniques of

analysis might be a promising approach and worthy of investi-

gation,

Eventhough the mathemat±cal model established by the analyuis was

based an the TEl pin lever escapemnrt deeiln, the result is applicable

to detached lever escapement. in general. Any particular design can be
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analyzed by using known values of the physical parameters and slightly

revising some of the geometric equations describing the link e ratios

between the components.

For example, the ArW's new XK577 mechanical time fuse uses a high

beat rate detached pin lever escapement to gain increased accuracy

over the older cylinder-type escapement designs. Because this fuse is

used with spinning (up to 30,000 RPM) artillery projectiles, the friction

torques seen by the timing movement will vary widely as the spin speed

decays and as the fuze is used with different weapons having different

spin rates. Other force perturbances result from yawing of the projec-

tile in flight, changes in the coefficient of friction, and variations

in tolerances of the mainspring, gears, plates, and other piece parts.

These variations in escapement driving force must span a wide range,

especially when thousands of fuzes are considered.

By -cever desiip (and often at extra cost) many of the disturbing

influences can be either reduced to negligible levels or compensated

cut. For instance, spin s injitive drivirg elemmts can be used to

increase the torque at higher spine where the reaction friction torque

is the greatest. Better lubricants can reduce friction and closer

tolerances will result in more .-unformity from unit to uwit. Hovever,

vaia in escapement driving force can never be completely eliminated.

Therefore, it is highIr desirable to make the escapement rate as ineenes-

tive to driving force variations (reduce its torqae sensitivity) as

posible so the highest accuracy can be achieved at the least cost in

xpensive design refinements.
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The XK577 Escapemaent mainly differs from the T5El design in that

1) it mploys a torsion-wire hairspring in place of the spiral type

hairspri and, 2) it uses the "folded-lever" principle to achieve a

"two-center" (escape wheel and balance on the same axis) configuration.

Use of the torsion wire hairspring would make the balance side thrust

forces negligible and this can be handled simply by setting the value

of L equal to zero in the mathematical miodcl. The folded lever can

be included through minor changes in the geometric equations defining

the linkage ratios X and Z. Thus the matheatical model developed

under this contract should prove to be a valuable design aid for the

Az•'s nweet time fuses.

II



APPDMIX A. AIR SI SIM THIUST

A freely oscillating spring-mes system subjected to a constant

Couloub friction drag has an amplitude that decays linearly with the nuber

of oscillations. But experimental decay curves deviate from linearity.

This deviation has, in the past, been ascribed to various effects, e.g.,

windage. Shinkle7 , however, has suggested that the source of the nonlinearity

is the reaction at the balance pivots due to the side thrust of the hairspring,

Whenever the balance is displaced from its equilibrium position, the

spiral-wound hairspring is distorted in such a way that, in addition to

the restoring couple, a radial thrusting of the balance etaff against the

pivots occurs. Although the mnner in which the side thrust depends upon

amplitude is not presunt2T known, it seems reasonable to assue that ite

magnitude is di ectly proportional to balance displacemnt. With this

as~ti' n the equation -f motion of the freely winging balance wheel

becoses

where the positive sign on the last tem applies in the first and third

quarter-eycles arnd the 4mns sign in the second and fourth. This difference

in sipns camrs about, beca'se the side thrust torque always acts to oppose

the motion of the belance. For this reas the side thrust torque meintains

the ame *ses of direction a the . alance passes through the equilibriua

position whilo the sense of the hairspring restoring torque is reversed

since it is alway directed toward the eq brI poaltian.

Using the final conrtions in the f iret quster-q Is as the intal

conditiws in the second, etc., the motion of the daqped belanes is

doscribed kW the foelog'ng set " eg tn.
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ph Go.Wi (A.2)

a -%. sinewt (A.3)

2nid oMd,-e.,--r"l

TAme th4 Cos wt (A-5)

M C..O II (A.6)

M sinwt(A. 7)

PP J SAo n w (A.8)

A- ,,.o,TI to • •s ben - met t.o.ero.at.thebegining of.eh quarter..yce to

ulqadty' the apot1iof Initial cmnationms.

It followe from the' lest set of fo2.utims Vat the amplitude of the

nth dam*g owil~at1.oi, No %*adi be
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This expression was fitted to experimental data taken on a sample T5El

escapement and a value of 13.83 dyne-centimeters per radian was obtained

for L (K = 921.9 dyne-centimeters per radian). Values of On calculated with

this L are shown as circles in FiJutre 26. Their close correlation with the

experimental curve is evidence that side thrust effect, play a ma~or role

in damping of the balance. Even closer correlation should be obtained by

including a constant value of coulomb damp-ing in addition to that induced

by the side thrust. Constant damping is not included in this study because

the damping force is independent of amplitude (or applied torqae) and there-

fore should not influence the escapement',9 torque sensitivity to any signi-

ficant degree.

Since the amplitude of oscillation decreases by the factor (K-L)/(K+L)

in each cycle, the fractional change of energ per cycle for the free'-

oscillat:ng balance assembly is

This equation predicts a 5.8% loss of enerW per cycle for the T5El escape-

ment model. Based on this result it can be concluded that side thrust

effects represent one of the major loss mechanisms for this escapement.

For escapemnts employing a torsion wire in place of the spiral type hair-.

spring, the energy lost through balance pivot friction is expected to be

a much aller fraction of the total energy.
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Lever arms and their ratios appear in the equations of motion and

the energy analysis for each of the coupled phases of the motion. This

appendix is devoted to the derivation of analytic expressions for each of

these quantities.

An intermediate position of the three coupled components during the

forward -Mpulse period is shown in Figure 27.

wheel uringthe foward hipuls phas of te moion.

lever figure thastaff L6

S YLS~staff

Figure 27. Interaction between the balance, lever, and escape
wheel during the forward impulse phase of the motion.

It follows from this figure that

Ye w= .cs B1
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But = (B.2)

so(* , (B .3)

By the law of cosines

1 -r +RI ýWz~icesf (B .4)

Thus x Xa= R1 Dcs-., (B.5)

or (B.6)

Because of the symmetric nature of the coupling between the balance and lever,

this eopression for X(P) w-ll apply during all of the coupled stages in

both halves of the cycle. X(O) for the T5El escapement is plotted in Figure 29.

The lever arms for the escape wheel-lever coupling are

y V~a.jý7(B.7)

where R' R' 4SZ2R Sam (B. 8)

and Y~ / m3 (B.9)

Also Y1 uY,+ 5 sin. (B.1o)

......
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Therefore Z I +* sins jl Bn

This equation together with the constraint equations, p(p) and 6(p)

(equations (4.1) and (4.5)), define Zf (p) during the forward impulse

period.

The requirement that the escape wheel rotate in the same sense in

each half-cycle imposes a restriction on the escape wheel tooth design -

it must be asynmetric. This fact results in a different functional form

for YL in each half-cycle which, in turn, causes the escapement to run

asymmetrically. Typical geometry for the escape wheel and lever during

reverse impulse is shown in Figure 28.

eP

Figure 28. Interaction between the escape wheel and lever
during the reverse impulse phase of the motion.
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Again Y,
Sva 4

where Q1R Ra + S1- 2 Q _cs• iP- ) (B.12)

So YE has the same form duriaig both halves of the cycle because P-p

varies during the reverse half-cycle in the same mamner as p does in the

forward half-cycle.

It also follows from the figure that

YS +Y, i (2-wn - 6) (B.13)

Then Zr 3a Y r- i (B.14)

Using p(p) and e(p) for the reverse motion (equations (4.1) and (4.10)),

Zr(p) for the reverse half-cycle may be determined.

Z(O) and the product XZ(O) for the T5E1 escapement are plotted in

Figures 29 and 30. Note the significant difference in the forward and

reverse values of Z (and consequently XZ) which is responsible for the

aesametric ( 6) motion of the escapement.

.v-
• -•: dt _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __"i i': r t
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APPENDIX C: FRIC'fI TA EFFBCTS DURMl UKIA)CKI

Duiudng the unlocking portion of the phase 2 motion,. the entrance

pallet pin slides across the locking Lace of an escape wheel tooth.

Because of the applied torque, there is a rather large normal reaction

between the pin and the locking foace. This leads to an appreciable

frictional drag which is transmitted through the lever to the balance

hairspring system.

As shown in Fi~gure 31, the torque on the pallet lever due to the

frictional drag is

From the figure

V . (C.2)

Nw Ra=Rl "SZ.2R,.SCOS? (C.3)

Nw To. QFn, (C-4)

so that 3A FU(c)
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Tit

staff

Fipre 31. Interaction between the escape wheel ad lever

durig the unlocking jAse of the motion.
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This torque is transmittec thr-,Mfh tUe lever to the balance as the ratio

of their lever arms, X. Thus

T Ia ST,; 0(.6)

This result together with the coupling eqaatim (4.1) allows Tf to be

written as

p(C.7)
A similar treatment of unlocking friction for the reverse '%lf-cycle

gives an equation for Tf identical to that above except p ia everyihere

replaced by (P-p). But P-p in the second half-cycle va-ies in the sawe

manner as p ir. the first half-cycle; Tf is therefore v~metric in the

two half-cycles. The functton U(P) versus (0) for the T5El e,'pewmt

is shown in Figure 32.
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APPENIDX D: ATEAI ,DEVATION OF EQ&T S aOF MOTION

The equations of motion for the detached lever escapement may be
8

derived using Lagrange's method. This is a method for setting up

equations of motion directly in terms of any convenient set of generalized

coordinates.

Lagrange's equations are

=Qi (D.1)

where T-V
T = kinetic energy of system
V = potential energy of system

qj= generalized coordinate
= generalized forces not derivable from a potential

function; e.g., friction forces or time variant forcing
functions.

Since lc range'u equations are equivalent to Newton's equations of motion,

they do not represent a new physical theory, but merely another way of

expressing the Pme laws of motion.

The balance displacement 0 wdll be used as the generalized coordinate

describing the motion of the system, Define % as

m m * (D.2)

Ttus x is the *iu' of the term - p B according to the followlng table.
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Quarter

1 + +

3 ++

4 + +

X is defined in this manner so that, in the equations of motion, the

generalized damping force (Q = A10) due to hairspring side thrust always

acts to decrease the angular velocity of the balance.

The derivations proceecr as follows:

1. For the free motion of the balance:

Th

Q- ALPI

Therefore

t*•+ KP AXLP

II
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or Is KW O(D.3)

2. For the umlocking phase:

T =pip + jKIfIJ

where use has been made of the fact that inertias are reflected as the

square of the lever arm ratio.

V

QS= -ALP T

So . K

Thus 4"lb* 2XKI -,0Xk I K ,,\LA+T*
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3. For the catch-up phase:

One equatiom is the same as for the unlocking phase except that

Tf i0*

U +s oJ t it~ + (Kin3L)A WA lso note that X has changed sign.

The second equation, describing the motion of the escape wheel, is

simply

4. For the Impulse phase:

Tu 4tpa+ kXzlp& + (XZt

Q6=,XLjS - XZT,,.

Sc.+X1'k~xrz'zP + +X 6
+ 2xz (¢z +Xi) ISO

+(

'* '-m mmFmm.i m m m ~ mmm . • . = - -
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where Z - ZAS).

These expressions, when substituted into Lagrange's equation, give

I +

with I = I ÷XIL4SXZIa.

The function Z is not identical for both half-cycles (see Appendix B).

This Lagrangian method of derivation is a more elegant and less

cumbersome approach to the equations of motion. It is not obvious, however,

how the presence of the pallet lever and escape wheel are taken into

account until the Newtonian approach is used. It then follows rather

directly that their moments of inertia enter as the square of their

lever arm ratios. In addition to this insight, Newtonian mechanics also

provides a description of the various collisions.



APPRIX X: A W M OTPUT OF THE STEP-BY-STEP SOLUTION

Values of the equilibrium torque as determined from the energy

analysis are used in the step-by-step solution of the equations of

motion to calculate the period of the escapement. Certain dimensions

and angles derived from the effective geometry are also input along

with appropriate energy loss parameters. A list of typical input data

is shown below.

AT'OOVIl ()I,, P 1 V, 2070 *46,1
RI = 111- O07f'r~flf. 1P - .1 A 98A P'(I 7A'-,ST = .?3 A7 O:',"• NII Ir,1A]Y

OF = .1 5 1' ii ; ":, *•.C I< = o 21 ! .9 (pho( O,:rI •,j

I F- F. ()-1. 0rr!( 0 0 02 0 H
EBFTA!1= o 7? p'3 •'• 20 ••B 4 I = o (00000 0))• B(i],'•

FPS? = . 1,,L. F1 1 -.A I .P'V -",t I1 kI
"rF-F:T!P Is . OOOOP!0yn.•nO c P A I, 0 0( 0000, Iii!)
TAIU = 34p * 2 rgv f' * () 11 )0 r(ip I I

3 .1 3. 0n (10 r f')eo

MY, IP, and IE represent the moments of inertia (gm-cm 2) of the

balance, lever, and escape wheel. N is the number of steps per phase

of the motion used in the solution. EPS2 and EPS8 are the escape

wheel angles at the end of unlocking for the forward and reverse half-

cycles, respectively. The iteration to determine the values of the

catch-up angles (03 and 09) is halted when the difference in successive

values of one of the angles is less than the quantity DD. The remainder

of the input has already been defined.

The computer output for the input data shown above, i.e. Om = ,

- 0.3, and L - 13.83, follows on the succeeding pages.

.:4. , * •' •': • .. • '
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T RETA

0.00000000000 3.14159265 0.0000000
.00126027690 3.08121121 -95.514353
.00178518823 3.02082978 -134.420749
.00218996789 2.96044834 -163.82258?
.00253291353 2.90006690 -1R8.227772
.00283657224 2.83968547 -209.390793
.00311249216 2.77930403 -228.215401
.00336752528 2.71892259 -245.240674
.00360613135 2.65854116 -260.819214
.00383140534 2.59815972 -275.196822
.00404559902 2.53777829 -288.553070
.00425041132 2.47739685 -301.023939
.00444716165 2.41701541 -312.715373
.00463689910 2.35663398 -323.711834
.00482047432 2.29625254 -334.081956
.00499858858 2.23587110 -343.882407
.00517182830 2.17548967 -353,160616
.00534068996 2.11510823 -361.956746
o00550559848 2.05472680 -370.305153
.00566692107 1,99434536 -378,235484 free
.00582497780 1.93396392 -385,773522 --- o
.00598004986 1.87358249 -392.941846
.00613238602 1.81320105 -399.760345
-00628220778 1.75281961 -406.246633
.00642971360 1.69243818 -412.416385
.00657508221 1.63205674 -418.283608
.00671847548 1.57167531 -423,860867
.00686004066 1.51129387 -429.159465
.00699991235 1.45091243 -434.189604
.00713821411 1.39053100 -438.960515
.00727505984 1.33014956 -443.480562
.00741055496 1.26976812 -447o757344
.00754479740 1.20938669 -451.797769
.•00767787846 1.14900525 -456o608125
s00780988362 1.08862382 -459.194139
.00794089311 1.02824238 -462,561030
.00807098257 .96786094 -465.713549
.00820022350 .90747951 -468,656023
.00832868374 .84709807 -471.392385
o00845642785 .78671663 -473,926205
900858351750 *72633520 -476o260716
o00858351750 .72633520 -472,446825 impaCt
.00862193678 .7081768? -472.916603
o00866031879 o69001844 -473.365573
.00869866528 o67186006 -473.794012
.00873697795 .65370168 -474.202202
o00877525848 .63554330 -474.590430
.00881350851 .61738497 -474,9g;8986
.00885172965 .59922654 -475,308167
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.00888992349 .58106816 -475,638268
.00892809158 .56290978 -475.949592
000896623542 .54475140 -476,242442
.00900435652 ,52659302 -476.517121
.00904245634 .50843464 -476,773938
,00908053629 .49027626 -477.013198
.00911859779 ,47211789 -477,2352(C8
.00915664220 .45395950 -477.440274
900919467088 .4358011? -477.628701
.00923268514 .41764274 -477.800792
.00927068626 .39949436 -477.956846
.00930867551 .38132593 -478.097160
.00934665414 .36316760 -478.222025 unlocki.ng
.00938462335 .34500922 -478.3317?9
.00942258434 .32685084 -478.426554
.00946053827 .30869246 -478,506775
,00949848628 .29053408 -478.572659
.00953642949 .27237S70 -478.624467
900957436901 .25421732 -478.662451
.00961230591 .23605894 -478.686852
.00965024127 .2179005A -478,697904
.00968817611 .19974219 -478,695829
o00972611148 .18158380 -478.680838
.00976404837 .1634254? -478,653130
,00980198779 .14526704 -478,612892
.00983993072 .12710866 -47M,960299
s00987787813 .10895028 -478.495512
.00991583098 .09079190 .-478.418680
o00995379021 e07263352 -478,329935
.00999175678 .0544,714 -478b.22q398
901002973161 .03631676 -478.117173
.01006771563 .01815838 -477,993352
.01010570976 0.00000000 -477.858009
.01014370933 -. 01815838 -477.851874
.01018170969 -,03631676 -477,833464
.01021971182 -,05447514 -477,802757
.01025771670 -,0726'3352 -477.759715
.01029572531 -. 09079190 -477.704288
s01033373865 -. 10895028 -477.636411
o01037175772 -,12710866 -477,556006
.01040978351 -. 14526704 -477,462979
.01044781705 -. 16342542 -477.357225
o01048585936 -o18158380 -477.238624 catch-up
o01052391148 -,19974218 -477@107045
.01056197446 -. 21790056 -476o962344
,01060004937 -. 23605894 -476.804366
.01063813728 -o25421732 -476.632944
.01067623930 -o27237570 -476o447901
901071435653 -. 29053408 -476,249050



.01075249011 -. 30869246 -476.036194
.01079064120 -. 32685084 -475.809128
.01082881095 -. 34500922 -475.567637
.01083080741 -934595866 -475.554610
.01083080741 -. 34595866 -481.859709 impact
.01086837526 -. 36407183 -482.271891
001090591186 -. 38218499 -482.660308
.01094341913 -. 40029816 -483.024618
.01098089901 -. 41841133 -483.364476
.01101835345 -o43652450 -483.679540
.01105578444 -. 45463767 -483.969468
.01109319396 -. 47275084 -484,233919
.01113058404 -. 49086401 -484.472558
.01116795670 -. 50897717 -484.685048
.01120531400 -,52709034 -484,871061 impulse
.01124265801 -o54520351 -485.030268
.01127999083 -. 56331668 -485.162348
.0131731458 -. 58142985 -485.266986
.01135463138 -. 59954302 -485.343870
.01139194339 -. 61765619 -485,392697
.01142925279 -. 63576936 -485.413170
.01146656179 -. 65388252 -485,404998
.01150387260 -. 67199569 -485.367898
.01154118746 -. 69010886 -485.301597
.01157850863 -. 70822203 -485.o205826
.01161583842 -. 72633520 -485.080328-
.01161583842 -. 72633520 -485,080328
.01174113160 -. 78696584 -482.708321
.01186706853 -. 84759649 -480.133080
.01199371000 -,90822714 -477.351316
.0121211171 -. 96885778 -474,359395
.01224936456 -1.02948843 -471.153314
.01237851506 -1.09011908 -467.728669
.01250864578 -1.15074972 -464.080671
.01263983584 -1.21138037 -460,03857
.01277216951 -1.27201101 -456,092546
o01290573681 -1.33264166 -451,740283
o01304063430 -1.39327231 -447.140034
o01317696588 -1.45390295 -442.284058
.01331484384 -1.51453360 -437.163836
.01345439000 -1.57516425 -431.769966
o01359573702 -1963579489 -426.092057
e01373903006 -1.69642554 -420, 1 185q1
901388442867 -1.75705618 -413.836770
.01403210903 -1.81768683 -407,232326
o01418226673 -1.87831748 -400.2892qo free
.0143351201? -1.9389481? -392.999715 motion
.01449091439 -1.99957877 -315.313319
.01464992668 -2.0602094? -377,237160
o01481247246 -2,1?084006 -168o734910
o01497891365 -2.18147071 -359,776382

Iu
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.01514966906 -2.24210136 -150,326575
.01532522801 -2.30273200 -340,344570
.01550616847 -2.36336265 -329.782042
*01569318160 -2.42399329 -318,581259
.01588710578 -2.48462394 -306.672290
.01608897497 -2#54525459 -293,969082
.01630008955 -2.60588523 -2?80363696
.01652212395 -2.66651588 -265,717585
S01675729744 -2.72714653 -249,847796

o01700866034 -2,78777717 -232,i03892
.01728060806 -2.8484078? -?13#326631
.01757989371 -2.90903846 -191,766774
.01791789884 -2.96966911 -166,903543
,01831684526 -3.03029976 -136.949415
,01883418966 -3.09093040 -97,311586
.02007629230 -3.15156105 0.000000
o02007629230 -3o15156105 0.000000 - 6
.02133717038 -3.09093040 95.862541
o02186233489 -3,03029976 134o9"0133
o02226731173 -2.96966911 164.418220
.02261042609 -2.90903846 18HI,911209
.02291423571 -2.84840782 210.150033
.02319029415 -2.78777717 229.041730
.02344545662 -2o72714653 246. 127369
.02368418495 -2,66651588 261,760845
.02390957559 -2.60588523 278,188864
o02412388135 -2.545254';9 289.591655
o02432880197 -2o48462•94 '302. 105703
.02452565748 -2,42399329 313,837338
o02471549748 -2o36336265 324o871314
.02489917300 -2,30273;:0. 35,2.76577
.02507738568 -2.24210136 145,10994?
.02525072220 -2,1814707) 354,419014
.02541967929 -2 .i"84006 363,744.62
o02558468209 -2.0602094. 371,619808
.02574609799 -1.99957877 379o575776 free
.02590424722 -1.9389481? 387.13779& motion
o02605941112 -1.87831748 394,,P8673
o.02621183859 -1.81768683 401.168323

.02636175126 -1.75705618 407,674A.1
902#.50934770 -'&.6964?Th54 413.862700
@02665480674 -1.6i579489 41.9.747217
.02679829034 -1.57516425 425,340578
.02693994585 -1.51453360 430,6S4179
o027079907V6 -1.45390295 435,698107
o02721830031 -1.39327231 4'0.481773
.02735523689 -1.33264166 445.01352
002749082317 -1#27201101 449.300976
o02762515718 -1.21138037 "53.351066
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.02775833029 -1.15074972 457.170102

.02789042805 -1.09011908 460.763828
.02802153077 -1.02948843 464.137477
.02815171415 -. 96885778 467.295817
.02828104977 -. 90822714 470.243186
.02840960554 -. 84759649 472.983528
.02853744611 -o78696584 475.520422
.02666463321 -. 72633520 477.857108
.02866463321 -. 72633520 474.030433
.02870292429 -. 70817682 474.498029
.02874117852 -. 69001844 474.9448R6
.02877939764 -967186006 475.371278
.02881758332 -. 65370168 475.777489
.02885573724 -. 63554330 476,163804
902889386100 -961738492 476.530514
.02893195622 -. 59922654 476.877914
.02897002445 -. 58106816 477.206302
°02900806722 -. 56290978 477,515978
.02904608605 -. 54475140 477.807245

.02908408240 -952659302 478.080409
.02912205772 -. 50843464 478.335775
.02916001343 -. 49027626 478.573651
.02919795090 -4.-7211788 478,794342
.02923587151 -. 45395950 478,998155
.02927377657 -. 43580112 479,185396
.02931166740 -. 41764274 479,356365
.02934954527 -. 39948436 479,511364
.02938741142 -. 38132598 479.,50689
.02942526710 -. 36316760 479.774632 - unlocking
.02946311348 -. 3450092? 479.834RO
.02950095176 -932685084 479,977516
.02953878309 -. 30869246 4R0,057013
.02957660859 -. 29053408 480.12??41
.02961442937 -. 27237570 480.173460
,02965224653 -. 25421732 480.210921
.02969006112 -. 23605894 4R0.?34867
,02972787421 -. 21790056 480.245530
.02976568682 -. 19974218 480.243134
.02980349997 -. 1815838n 40O,277889
002984131465 -. 16342542 4R0,199994
9029R7913186 -. 14526704 486,15Sh3R
.02991695256 -,1271086N 480.106993
002995477771 -. 108950?2 480.047273
.0299926082 6  -. 09079190 479,965474
,03003044S15 -. 07263357 479,R768R1
,03006828931 -. 05447514 479.776563
,OntOh4165 -,03631676 479.664675
.03014400310 -. 01815838 479.5&1158
.03018187457 0.00000000 479,406237
e03021975142 OlIR1583A 479.400137
.03025762905 .03631676 479.381832
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•03029550842 o05447514 479.351299
.03033339051 o07263352 479o308501
.03037127629 o09079190 479.25338A
.03040916673 .10895028 479.185895
.03044706283 .12710866 479.105942
.03048496558 o14526704 479.013438
.03052287597 .16342542 478.908275 catch-up
.03056079504 .18158380 478.790335
.03059872379 .19974218 478.659486
.03063666327 o21790056 478.515583
.03067461453 .23605894 478.358472
o03071257865 .25421732 478.187986
.03075055669 .27237570 478.003947
o03078854978 .29053408 477.806168
.0308120580b .30176547 477.676874 --
.03081205806 .30176547 482.405834 Impact
.03084871093 o31945587 492.747592
.03088533870 .33714628 483.065630
.03092194322 .35483668 483.359759
,03095852635 .37252709 483.629791
.03099508994 .39021749 483.875542
.03103163586 .40790790 4R4,096829
.03106816598 .42559R30 484.293472
*03110468221 .44328871 4P4.465295
903114118642 .46097912 484.&12123
.03117768052 .47866952 484o733786
.03121416643 .49635993 484.830117
e03125364606 .51405033 494.900951 impulse
.03128712136 .53174074 484.946129
.03132359426 .54943114 4R4.965493
.03136006671 .56712155 4A4.958893
.03)39654069 .58481195 484.926190
.03143301816 .60250236 484.867210
o03146950112 .62019777 484.78IR44
.03150599156 .63788317 484,669945
.03154249150 .6S55735A 4R4.5313A5
.03157900296 .67326398 4A4.466036
.03161552797 .69095439 484,173177
.03165206860 ,70864479 483.954491
.03168e62689 .72633520 4R3.708065
.03168862689 .72633520 4A3,708065
03lR138388-3- .78675481 4AI.3379)7

i03-A93969Mi.-- 184717442 478.765327
,03206623714 .90759403 475.986983
.02I9318790 ,96801364 472,999270
-03232175443 1,02843326 469.798192
.03245082720 1.08885287 466.379356
.03250088070 1.14927248 462.737937
903271199402 1.20969209 458.868634

r'v--
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.03284425134 1.27011170 454.765631
e03297774262 1.33053131 450.422542
.03311256436 1.39095093 445.832350
.03324882041 1.45137054 440.987339
.03338662298 1.51179015 435.879012
.03352609381 1.57220976 430.497996
.03366736551 1.63262937 424.833928
903381058316 1.69304898 418.875327
.03395590621 1.75346860 412.609432
.03410351077 1.81388821 406.022017
.03425359234 1.87430782 399.097162
.03440636915 1.93472743 391.816975 free
.03456208630 1.99514704 384.161255 motion
s03472102079 2.05556665 376.,107072
.03488348796 2.11598627 367.628236
.03504984958 2.17640588 358.694635
e03522052428 2.23682549 34q.271375
.03539600117 2.29724510 339.3176A3
.03557685799 2.35766471 328.785326
.03576378562 2.41808412 317.616807
e03595762211 2.47850394 305.742396
.03615940098. 2.53892355 293.076304
.03637042211 2.59934316 279.5109'7
.03659235925 2.65976277 264.908150
.03682743080 2.72018238 249.085584
.03707868585 2.73060199 231.793571
.03735051808 2.84102160 212.673981
.03764967791 2.90144122 191.179276
.03798754236 2.96186083 166.391527S.03838632438 3.02228044 136.528736
.03890345769 3.08270005 97.012279
.04014503909 3.14311966 .001572
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